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Online Resources 
	  
www.storybird.com 
Storybird lets anyone make visual stories in seconds. We curate artwork from illustrators 
and animators around the world and inspire writers of any age to turn those images into 
fresh stories. 

www.instructables.com 
Instructables is a place that lets you explore, document and share your creations. 
 
www.facebook.com 
Facebook is an online social networking site. 
 
Connecting Kids to Mathematics & Science 
http://www.sedl.org/pubs/catalog/items/ms107.html 
The Connecting Kids to Mathematics and Science professional development course is 
designed to provide teachers in grades 4–8 with hands-on experience in integrating 
mathematics, science, and technology in the classroom. The course guides teachers 
through developing and implementing problem-based lessons that connect math and 
science and employ technology to promote student learning. The Connecting Kids course 
materials include session guides, slide presentations, and handouts. The materials are 
designed for use by an experienced trainer or facilitator. The nine-session course is 
designed for classes of up to 25 teachers. 
 
Mosaic: An Integrated Approach to Mathematics, Science, Technology, and Language 
http://www.sedl.org/pubs/catalog/items/ms106.html 
MOSAIC is a K–5 supplemental instructional program that provides engaging and 
rigorous lessons and resources that integrate math, science, and technology while 
supporting English learners and academic language skills. Aligned with Texas standards 
and grounded in research, the inquiry-based activities and real-life scenarios make math 
and science exciting and relevant for students while building a strong foundation of skills 
and connections among concepts. 


